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1 Electrical Intake Position
a The Electricity Meter and suppliers fuse should be sealed to prevent unauthorised access. If the

seal on either the suppliers fuse or meter are not present, or if damaged / broken please call the
electricity supplier straight away to report this fault. The electricity supplier or distributor is
responsible for the safety of this part of the electrical installation and has a duty of care to ensure
their equipment is safe. The diagram below should help you identify the electricity meter and
suppliers fuse in the property.

WARNING!

Interference With This
Installation Is
Illegal And Could Cause
Death or Injury
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b

The electrical intake position refers to the electrical equipment and wiring at the point where
electricity enters your property. It consists of the service supply cable and service cut-out fuse
and metering equipment. The intake position will usually be located inside the house, near the
consumer unit. However, sometimes the electricity meter and service cut-out fuse are located in an
industry standard meter box outside, with the consumer unit inside a different position. In these
instances, both areas should be inspected for signs of burning, overheating or damage.

Electricity Meter

Isolator

(May not always be present)
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Consumer Unit

Electrical Intake Position
Service Cut-Out Fuse
c

Overheating of the electrical intake can pose a significant fire risk. To avoid this, it is important to
ensure the intake position is not boxed-in or obstructed, and that it is checked annually for signs
of burning. The risk of fire is increased if materials are stored within close proximity. This is because
the clutter may damage electrical equipment if knocked over, prevent heat from dissipating or, if
combustible, contribute to the development and spread of a fire.

d

It is important to check that the meter has no visible signs of a by-pass installed as this is extremely
dangerous, and is illegal as the occupier is, or is attempting to, steal electricity.
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2.
a

Consumer unit (fuse box)
Overheating of the consumer unit can pose a significant fire risk. The risk of fire is increased if
materials are stored within close proximity. This is because the clutter may damage electrical
equipment if knocked over, prevent heat from dissipating or, if combustible, contribute to the
development and spread of a fire.



FRAGILE


b

The consumer unit should not show any visual signs of burning, overheating or damage. Electrical
burning smells and visual signs of damage will alert you to potentially immediate fire hazards.
Electrical burning can sometimes be identified by what some describe as a sickly/fishy odour.
Burning can be caused by loose wire terminations, inappropriate wiring and components or
overloading equipment.

c

Consumer units should be labelled correctly with a periodic inspection and testing label showing
the last and next test date. Each fuse or circuit breaker should be labelled to allow the easy
identification of the circuits they serve.

IMPORTANT

This installation should be periodically
inspected and tested and a report on its
condition obtained, as prescribed in the IET
Wiring regulations BS 7671 Requirements
ffor Electrical Installations.
Inspected by:
Date of last inspection:
Recommended date of next inspection:

CAUTION

This installation, or part of it, is protected by
supply if an earth fault develops. T
Test quarterly
by pressing the button marked ‘T’ or ‘Test’.
T
Test’.
The

This installation has wiring colours to
two versions of BS 7671. Great care
should be taken before undertaking
extension, alteration or repair that all

then be switched on to restore the supply. If the
button is pressed, seek expert advice.
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d Blanks are plastic covers that occupy spaces in a consumer unit which would otherwise have fuses or

circuit breakers. The image above illustrates what a blank looks like. The absence of blanks means live
conductive parts may be exposed in the unblocked space. All consumer units should have a lid or a
cover, preventing the easy access to live parts.

e Check each device is of the same manufacture. Incompatible devices can cause damage to the
consumer unit and can result in increased risk of fire.

f It is important to check the top of the consumer unit for dust and debris, and clean any away which is
found. Dust and debris which drops into the consumer unit can interfere with the connections of the
switches, fuses, circuit breakers and RCD’s preventing the correct operation during fault conditions.
This also increases the risk of fire within the consumer unit.

g Check the Main Switch is clearly labelled to allow the occupier to switch off in the case of an emer-

gency. After seeking permission from the occupier to switch off the installation:
• operate the main switch to ensure that the installation can be isolated. Indication of this will be
the loss of power to lighting, socket-outlets, cooker etc.
• where circuit breakers are in use; operate each one individually to check they do isolate the
equipment/accessory indicated on the labelling
Note: if there are fuses in use in the Consumer Unit do not remove these to verify the equipment

3 Residual Current Device (RCD, RCBO, RCCB)
a It is important to check the presence of RCD’s or RCBO’s in or before the consumer unit. The image to
the right illustrates what to look for.

b Where RCDs or RCBO are installed

there should be Test Label fitted.
If you have one or more, you
RCBO
RCD
should operate the test button
of
I-ON
I-ON
O-OFF
each device every 6 months.
If the test button, when pressed
does not switch off the device
you should contact a competent,
registered electrician* as soon
as
possible. You should seek
permission from the occupier before carrying out this test to ensure the short-term switching off of
the electricity supply won’t damage their equipment.

i

RCDs with a tripping current rating not exceeding 30mA are designed to provide additional
protection by switching off the supply to circuits when they detect a 30mA line to earth or neutral
to earth fault, thus protecting human life and providing protection against electrical fires. Please
note that 30mA may be written as 0.03A. Normally identifiable by the presence of a pushbutton
marked ‘T’ or ‘Test’, they are often located in your consumer unit. 30mA/0.03A should be clearly
displayed on the front of the RCD, (or equivalent). Equipment used outdoors, such as lawnmowers,
must have 30mA RCD protection. If you don’t have an RCD, or you can’t identify the correct rating,
it is strongly advised that you contact a competent, registered electrician, to investigate and test.
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c If an RCD or RCBO is tripping frequently, it may be because inappropriate or faulty appliances are

causing this to happen. If you are unable to identify an appliance as the cause, you should contact a
competent, registered electrician* as soon as possible as this could be the internal wiring at fault or
carelessness by users i.e. a nail through a cable due to a picture being hung on a wall.

4 Main protective bonding
When a fault develops within an installation the presence of main protective bonding is designed
to limit the voltage rise on any accessible metallic parts of the electrical installation and any metallic
services such as water and gas pipes.
To stop the rise in voltage between pipework and electrical equipment, electricians connect them
together with cables known as main protective bonding conductors, thus resulting in equipotential
bonding). This results in no difference in voltage between pipework. Firstly, identify where the copper
water and gas pipes enter the property. Then check each pipe for the below:

Water Installation Pipe

Bonding Conductor

Safety Electrical Connection Label
Main Earthing Terminal

Gas Installation Pipe

a There is a bonding conductor present
b It appears to be tight
c

There is a label fitted
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Fixtures and Fittings

a & c All electrical fixtures and fittings should be fixed and secure at all available points (i.e. screws)
and free from damage (including burn marks). If you find any indication of damage or burning, you
should contact a competent, registered electrician as soon as possible. *

b Socket-outlets can be checked using a plug in socket-outlet indicating device. Although they will

not detect all electrical faults, socket-outlet test devices can be used to indicate socket functionality
and provide a useful indication of safety in between formal electrical inspections. Remember that a
Routine Visual and Operational Check of the electrical installation is a visual check between Periodic
Inspections and Electrical Installation Condition Report (EICR). An EICR should be carried out on
rented dwelling every 5 years and for private dwellings every 10 years.

d Unauthorised electrical modifications and alterations could result in electrical faults arising, especially

if they are not carried out by a competent, registered electrical installer. If you spot any visual changes
to the electrical installation, e.g a new socket-outlet or light switch, you must request the electrical
certification that was issued following the completion of the work. If there is no certification available,
you should contact a competent, registered electrician as soon as possible to verify the safety of the
alteration.

e It is advisable to request that the tenant reports any breakages of any of the electrical fittings and

fixtures as soon as they occur to allow swift action to be taken. The tenant should also be requested to
report any instances of the electrics tripping.

6 Appliances
a Portable Appliance Testing (PAT) involves a competent tester making visual checks then testing both

fixed and portable appliances, to ensure the safety of electrical appliances and equipment. The tester
who carries them out will help you to confirm the ongoing electrical safety of the appliances in the
property you let and should label the appliance with a sticker like the one shown below.
ELECTRICAL SAFETY TEST
APP. I.D.
BY
TEST DATE



PASSED

b It is good practice to recommend the dwellings occupier has their appliances tested to prevent them
from causing tripping or a fire if unsafe.

c The use of socket-outlet adapters can result in the overloading socket-outlets with appliances that

draw a lot of current, such as toasters and kettles. This can cause adaptors to heat up and catch fire,
even if you only use a single adaptor. It is advisable to contact a competent, registered electrician to
install additional socket-outlets to avoid the use of adaptors.
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7 Additional checks
a A smoke alarm is mandatory on every floor of a privately rented dwelling and new building in

England. If the dwelling is not rented, then smoke alarms are highly recommended. You’re four times
more likely to die in a fire if you don’t have a smoke alarm fitted. To verify their functionality, operate
the test button.

b Carbon monoxide detectors are required in a private rented dwelling where a solid fuel burning

The latest version of this document along with the Routine Visual and Operational Checklist are available to download from
www.homesafetyguidance.co.uk/downloads.aspx
* Competent, registered electricians can be found at www.electricalcompetentperson.co.uk
info@electricalsafetyroundtable.co.uk
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appliance is fitted. However, it is advised to install a carbon monoxide detector in all properties which
contains a carbon burning appliances, including gas boilers. To verify its functionality, operate the test
button.
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